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FEATURES:
- The first ever 'Molded Air-Channel Tool Belt' that offers incredible comfort, support, and        
   ventilation for your back.
- The high density nylon 'Web Core' inside the padded belt provides strength to stitching and       
  stress points.
- Metal rings are stitched to the belt's web core with high-density nylon webbing that provides - Metal rings are stitched to the belt's web core with high-density nylon webbing that provides  
   the strongest way possible to attach suspenders.
- All stress points are reinforced with 'bar-tack' stitching along with heavy duty rivets.
- Double metal buckles that add strength and dependability.
- All of our belts and bags are made from double layered 1250 denier DuraTek fabric.
- Available in sizes from 26" to 54" 

INCLUDES:
Molded Support Belt, Electrician’s 
Tool Pouch,  Large 9 Pocket Tool 
Pouch, Hammer Holster and 
Tape Holder

FEATURES:
- Reinforced with bar-tack stitching 
  and heavy  duty metal rivets
- 1250 denier DuraTek fabric with high
  density nylon webbing around pocket open-

FEATURES:
Our popular padded suspenders easily clip 
onto the sturdy metal rings that are built into 
our tool belts. The padded shoulder straps 
make these the ideal set of suspenders for 
your tool belt rig.

INCLUDES:
- Adjustable Thick Molded Foam Shoulder Pads
- 2" Wide Adjustable Nylon Straps
- Leather Crossover Divider
- Heavy Duty Spring Hooks that attach to the rings on the Molded Air-Channel Belts

SMALL 25 POCKET CARRIER
- 14 exterior pockets (5 with Velcro closures). 
- 14 interior compartments and pockets
- One 7” x 5 1/2” twelve-compartment plastic tray
- One large exterior zip-top pocket
- One measuring tape clip
- Includes shoulder strap- Includes shoulder strap

LARGE 44 POCKET CARRIER
- 29 exterior pockets (three with Velcro closures, one  
   large clear pocket with Velcro closure).
- 16 interior compartments & pockets.
- Two 7” x 5 1/2” twelve-compartment plastic trays
- Includes shoulder strap.

*LARGE & SMALL ELECTRICIANS TOOL POUCHES ALSO AVAILABLE


